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Abstract: Generating annual land cover maps in the tropics based on optical data is challenging
because of the large amount of invalid observations resulting from the presence of clouds and haze
or high moisture content in the atmosphere. This study proposes a strategy to build an annual
time series from multi-year data to fill data gaps. The approach was tested using the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) vegetation index and spectral bands as input for
land cover classification of Colombia. In a second step, selected ancillary variables, such as elevation,
L-band Radar, and precipitation were added to improve overall accuracy. Decision-tree classification
was used for assigning eleven land cover classes using the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) legend. Maps were assessed by their spatial confidence derived from the
decision tree approach and conventional accuracy measures using reference data and statistics based
on the error matrix. The multi-year data integration approach drastically decreased the area covered
by invalid pixels. Overall accuracy of land cover maps significantly increased from 58.36% using
only optical time series of 2011 filtered for low quality observations, to 68.79% when using data for
2011 � 2 years. Adding elevation to the feature set resulted in 70.50% accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Land use/land cover maps are important to determine vegetation distribution and to
understand the variables promoting land cover change. The spatial distribution of vegetation has
important implications on food security, trade, and environmental issues, like habitat loss and
fragmentation. Land cover is also a key input variable to several models, for example, energy
balance at the surface-atmosphere interface, hydrological cycle, and emissions of greenhouse gases.
Key variables in biomass burning emission estimates are fuel load and emission factors, both highly
dependent on land cover [1].

Despite its importance, recent land cover maps at a national scale in Colombia, the area of interest
in this study, are scarce. The best effort has been done by the Institute of Hydrology, Meteorology,
and Environmental Studies (Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales, IDEAM) [2]
following the Coordination of Information on the Environment (CORINE) land cover protocol, which
requires multiple interpreters to update the geometry of polygons based on existing land cover maps
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and satellite images from 2003 to 2007. Other land cover maps for Colombia are available at the
continental scale for South America [3–5], Latin America and the Caribbean [6,7], and the globe [8–12]
(Table 1).

Table 1. Global and continental land cover maps for Colombia derived from satellite data.

Study Name Sensor Resolution (m) Year Source

South America (Eva et al.) SPOT-VGT 7 1000 1995–2000 [3]
South America (Giri et al.) Landsat 30 2010 [4]

South America (Hojas et al.) Mainly MERIS 8 300 2008, 2010 [5]
SERENA 1 MODIS 4 500 2008 [6]

Municipalities in LAC 2 MODIS 250 2001–2010 [7]
GLOBCOVER MERIS 300 2004–2006 [8]

GLC 2000 3 SPOT VGT 1000 2000 [9]
MODIS 4 GLC C5 5 MODIS 500 2001–2012 (annual) [10]

Global Land Cover 1 km AVHRR 9 1000 1992–1993 [11]
FROM-GLC 6 Landsat 30 >2006 [12]

1 SERENA: Latin American Network for Monitoring and Studying of Natural Resources (Red Latinoamericana
de Seguimiento y Estudio de los Recursos Naturales); 2 LAC: Latin America and the Caribbean; 3 GLC 2000: Global
Land Cover for the year 2000; 4 MODIS: Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer; 5 MODIS GLC
C5: MODIS Global Land Cover type product Collection 5; 6 FROM-GLC: Fine Resolution Observation and
Monitoring of Global Land Cover; 7 SPOT-VGT: Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre—Vegetation program;
8 MERIS: Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer; 9 AVHRR: Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer.

The generation of land cover maps using optical data in areas with persistent clouds is
challenging [13]. For instance, filtering daily Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) data over Colombia for the entire year of 2008 resulted in an area of 4.1% without any
valid information, mainly due to clouds along the Pacific coast and in the Andean cordilleras [6]. At
tropical latitudes MODIS acquires images at least every other day. The standardized data processing
chain aggregates, for instance, all acquisitions over a 16-day period to generate a vegetation index
composite. Data compositing is a viable approach to reduce the effect of invalid observations,
data noise, or observations with high view or sun zenith angles by rule sets or statistical functions.
Nevertheless, there are regions without any valid observation for the entire compositing period, e.g.,
due to persistent cloud cover. In MODIS data these pixels are flagged by the quality assurance science
data set and the user has the flexibility to decide which quality level is acceptable and how to deal
with invalid data for a particular application. For instance, temporal interpolation of data gaps is a
frequently employed technique to reconstruct a continuous time series for land cover mapping, but
the length of the period of missing data impacts the accuracy [14].

A time series, in the context of remote sensing, is defined as the dense monitoring of surface
dynamics over a defined period [15]. The extraction of one pixel from this sequence of images
ordered in time shows the temporal behavior of the land surface which may be decomposed in three
components: the trend(s), the cyclic or other seasonal behavior, and irregular fluctuations [16]. There
are several computer programs to generate time series from satellite data. Harmonic Analysis for
Time Series (HANTS), for instance, employs the Fast Fourier Transformation to model the general
temporal behavior of a time series and iteratively substitutes invalid observations (mostly cloudy
pixels in vegetation indices) defined by a threshold exceeding a negative deviation from the modeled
data [17]. The Timesat software models smooth time series by mathematical functions or filters,
generally applying a fitting to the highest values of vegetation index values [18,19]. The Time Series
Generator (TiSeG) applies user-defined quality settings to pixel-level quality information provided
with each MODIS land product and generates spatial and temporal indices of data availability and
gap length [20,21]. In a second step, data gaps may be masked or interpolated using generic temporal
interpolation approaches, such as linear interpolation, cubic spline, or polynomial functions. An
alternative approach employs stepwise interpolation of short data gaps by iteratively decreasing the
data quality [21]. There are recent studies employing time series models for land cover and land cover
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change mapping often employing complex time series models [22–24]. The common question which
all approaches address is how to identify, handle, and replace invalid observations.

In the context of classification, features are needed to distinguish the different land surface
properties and land cover or vegetation classes. Commonly, spectral information from multiple
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum is employed to distinguish different land cover classes.
The spectral characteristics of dense green vegetation, for instance, are a low reflectance in the
visible wavelengths and high values in the near infrared, which are fundamentally different from
water, with generally low and decreasing reflectance in the visible to mid-infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. This multispectral information may be complemented by temporal
information. In this context, time series describe the temporal properties of land surface types and
may allow distinguishing between deciduous forests, typically described by a uni-modal curve of
green-up, plateau, and senescence of a vegetation index, from an evergreen forest with constantly
high values. In this respect, the phenological development of natural and managed vegetation
plays a major role in image classification [25–29]. Even though spectral and temporal properties
for many land cover classes are well defined, it may be difficult to separate some classes, e.g., bare
soil from urban areas. Information from the microwave range of the electromagnetic spectrum
may improve separability of such classes, as the geometry of objects with strong backscattering
at buildings is fundamentally different from the weak backscatter of bare soils. Information from
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images may also be helpful for mapping regions of frequent cloud
cover, such as Colombia, as long waves penetrate clouds and have shown potential to improve forest
classifications by going well into the canopy [30]. However, classifications from radar data alone have
not shown promising results due to limited spectral resolution [31,32]. The horizontal (H) or vertical
(V) orientation of electromagnetic fields, known as polarimetry, has been used in order to determine
differences in land cover backscattering to overcome this limitation of radar images [33,34].

The objective of this study was to generate a land cover map from satellite image time series
for the national territory of Colombia, which includes regions of frequent cloud cover. The primary
goal was to generate an annual time series of vegetation index and spectral data to accurately classify
eleven land cover classes of Colombia. In a second step, additional variables such as radar backscatter,
precipitation, and elevation were added to improve the land cover map.

2. Data and Preprocessing

Six MODIS tiles (h10-h11/v07-v09) of the 16-day vegetation index composite product of 500 m
spatial resolution (MOD13A1) were downloaded from http://reverb.echo.nasa.gov/. In addition to
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) four spectral bands of surface reflectance were
used: blue (0.459–0.479 µm), red (0.620–0.670 µm), near-infrared (0.841–0.876 µm), and short-wave
infrared (2.105–2.155 µm). The MODIS Reprojection Tool (MRT) was employed to generate mosaics
(23 per year) and transformed data to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. Thirteen
years of MOD13A1 data (January 2001–December 2013) were used to study the temporal and spatial
distribution of cloud content and five years (2009–2013) were used as explanatory variables for land
cover classification. In order to study improvements in accuracy, three ancillary variables were
also included: Phase Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PalSAR) HH (500 m) available
for South America at www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS/en; mean annual precipitation, and digital elevation
model (1000 m) available at www.worldclim.org [35]. These ancillary explanatory variables were
added to the annual time series of MODIS MOD13A1 data using nearest neighbor resampling to
500 m spatial resolution.

3. Study Area

The continental extension of Colombia is 1,141,748 km2. The national territory is located in the
neotropics, ranging from the Caribbean Sea (12� North) to the northern Amazon basin (4� South) and
from the Orinoco river (67� West) to the Pacific Ocean (79� West). The country is commonly divided in
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five regions: Caribbean, dominated by grasslands, wetlands and bare soils; Pacific, made up of pluvial
and very humid rain forest; Orinoco, dominated by savannas in a flat landscape; the rain forest area
of the Amazon; and the Andes mountains, with highly modified natural ecosystems, an important
crop extension, road networks, and built-up areas. Important activities promoting land use and
change in Colombia are related to illegal cropping [36], mining, agriculture, and deforestation [37].
The main climate controls of this region with abrupt topography are: the Inter-tropical Convergence
Zone (ITZC), the two low-level jet streams (Chocó and San Andrés), the feedback of the Amazon
evapotranspiration, and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [38]. The topographic effect is
important since approximately one third of the country (392,380 km2) is covered by mountains. This
includes Chocó-Darién moist forests, Northern Andean Montane Forests, and Santa Marta Montane
Forests [39].

4. Methods

4.1. Annual Time Series Generation from Multi-Year Image Composites

TiSeG [20,21] was used to identify invalid observations and analyze data availability according
to the pixel-level quality information provided with MODIS vegetation index products [40,41]. Only
pixels that were flagged as good or acceptable general quality, a perfect to intermediate usefulness
index, good or marginal data reliability, and no mixed clouds, snow/ice, and shadow were kept for
further processing.

Figure 1 illustrates the time series generation approach by integrating multi-year data to generate
an annual time series as proposed in this study. It employs hypothetical NDVI data to describe a
bi-modal curve, e.g., typical for bi-seasonal dryland agriculture in inner-tropical regions. Figure 1A
shows an annual time series for 2011 (Yn), where the grey line, joining small and large circles, indicates
the annual time series without data quality analysis and the black line, connecting only large circles
of valid observations, the linear temporal interpolation of all valid observations. The latter resembles
the common time series generation approach by inferring invalid observations from previous and
posterior valid samples as implemented in most time series generation packages. Note that the
longest data gap is 13 composites (the compositing length is 16 days) which corresponds to more
than half-a-year. Figure 1B shows five annual time series (different colors) with circles indicating the
valid observations and lines for the linear temporal interpolation. Neither time series resembles the
expected bimodal temporal profile.

Multi-year data integration employs data of other years to shorten data gaps and properly
represent the seasonal cycles of land surface types. It builds upon two premises: (1) a seasonal
cycle with no or insignificant variability in time and magnitude between years, and (2) no change
of the land cover. The basic idea is to maintain valid observations of the initial year even if there
were also valid observations in the other years. Invalid pixels of the initial year are replaced by valid
pixels of the same composite from other years. In case of multiple valid observations a rule needs
to be applied, e.g., the mean of all valid observations. The specific step-wise implementation in this
study is shown in Figure 1C,D, where the colors indicate the year to which the observation belongs
(or their respective mean) with void circles and grey lines showing the annual time series of valid
observations of individual years (Figure 1B) and filled circles and a black line the annual time series
of integrated data. First, data of the previous and posterior year (Yn � 1) were analyzed, i.e., data
from years 2010 and 2012 (Figure 1C). All valid observations from 2011 remain, even if there were
other valid observations in 2010 or 2012 (composite 1 and 4 for 2010). Invalid observations in 2011
were replaced by valid observations of either 2010 or 2012 (composite 11 and 23 for 2010 and 2, 12,
and 15 for 2012). In case of valid observations in both years, the mean was calculated (composite 3
and 6). This time series better represents the expected bi-modal temporal curve but has deficiencies
in particular in the second half of the year due to the remaining long data gaps of five composites
(approximately 2.5 months). A second step (Figure 1D) integrates data from 2009 and 2013 (Yn � 2)
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to the previously-generated time series of Figure 1C. Existing data were not altered regardless of
their origin (2010, 2011, 2012, or the mean of 2010 and 2012) and only gaps are closed either with data
from 2009 (composite 9, 13, and 16), 2013 (composite 8, 14, and 19), or their mean in case both were
valid (composite 17). The resulting annual time series mimics the expected bi-modal temporal profile.
There are still some data gaps (composite 5, 10, 18, and 21), but these are short and can be reasonably
inferred by linear temporal interpolation or kept as missing data, depending on the application.
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Figure 1. Multi-year data integration for time series generation. The hypothetical data should
represent an annual time series with bi-modal characteristics, typical for agriculture with two growing
seasons. (A) Time series of 2011 of valid (large circles) and invalid (small circles) observations
connected by a grey line and linear temporal interpolation of valid data shown by a black line; (B)
annual time series from valid observations of five years in different colors; (C) integrated time series
from data of 2011 � 1 year; and (D) integrated time series from 2011 � 2 years, based on (C). Void
circles and grey lines in (C) and (D) indicate valid data and linear interpolation of annual data from (B).

4.2. Reference Data for Training and Legend Definition

The International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover legend [42] was used to
classify the MODIS time series of vegetation indices and spectral bands into land cover classes. The
IGBP system has 16 classes but only nine are present in Colombia: broadleaf forest, water, urban
and built-up, grassland, cropland, wetland, savanna, shrubland, and barren. Two land cover classes
were added to the legend given their extent and ecological importance: secondary vegetation and
páramo. Secondary vegetation is important due to agricultural land use, shifting cultivation, and
illegal cultivation in natural ecosystems [37,43]. Páramo, is a unique tropical high-elevation (>3000
m.a.s.l.) ecosystem ranging from Costa Rica to Peru [44]. The updated delimitation of páramo at a
scale of 1:100.000 was used to define the limits of this ecosystem [45].

The training sites were sampled from the national vegetation map of IDEAM [46]. Table 2 shows
the class aggregation scheme from 18 classes of IDEAM to nine classes of the IGBP legend; class
“snow” was aggregated to barren since the area is too small to be considered in the training process.
Training sites were only selected in core areas of the reference cartography (i.e., IDEAM map) at least
500 m away from other land cover classes (3 � 3 kernel of which all pixels had the same class as
the central pixel [47]). More training data as relative to its expected area from the IDEAM map were
sampled for barren, broadleaf forests and secondary vegetation to mitigate confusion with urban and
built-up and shrubland [47].
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Table 2. Aggregation of the national vegetation map [46] with 18 classes to nine IGBP classes
and adding secondary vegetation and páramo. Training samples were derived from the national
vegetation map and visual interpretation of high spatial resolution satellite images.

IGBP Official Vegetation Map Training Pixels
Broadleaf forest Natural forests, Forest plantation 1459

Water
Continental water bodies, Artificial
continental water bodies, Costal
lagoons

730

Urban and built-up Urban areas 461
Grassland Grassland 652

Cropland
Permanent and semi-permanent
crops, Agricultural areas, Annual and
transitory crops

469

Wetland Continental hydrophytic vegetation 528

Savanna Savannas, Costal shrublands and
savannas 982

Shrubland Shrubland 668

Barren Highly-modified areas, Bare soil,
Glaciers and snow, Bare rock 1502

Secondary vegetation Secondary vegetation (added to IGBP
legend) 1157

Páramo Páramo (added to IGBP legends) 681

4.3. Classification

A decision-tree method was used for land cover classification since it does not require the
assumption of normally-distributed data and is able to handle noisy or missing observations [11].
Other important properties of tree-based modeling are that it provides information on the importance
of predictive data, allows for the selection of pixels with the best confidence, and has built-in options
for boosting. Boosting is a meta-strategy that combines several basic classifications in order to obtain
better accuracies, as each new classifier intends to reduce the error of the previous iteration [48,49].
In addition, along with the final discrete classification decision trees provide a pixel-level confidence
estimate which may be used to obtain spatial information of map quality [50,51].

C5.0 was used for decision-tree classification [52] and the built-in option of ten-folded boosting
allows for obtaining a confidence estimate of each class assignment [53]. Confidence maps have been
successfully used in several remote sensing studies to describe areas of higher uncertainties in class
assignment, area calculation, and assessing map accuracy or performing map comparison [6,7,54].
Lower confidences are expected in case of ambiguity in class assignment, either due to an unclear
description by the explanatory variable set or highly fragmented, fine-scale structures.

4.4. Validation Sample Design

The most recent version of the national land cover map was used as reference data for
accuracy assessment. This official map was made following the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) image
interpretation method, with a 1:100,000 scale using Landsat images [2]. The map is independent
from the vegetation land cover map used for the training sample allocation as recommended by
Strahler et al. [51]. The CLC legend was designed as a function of the thematic level of detail, a
first level of five classes (urban and built-up, crops, forests, wetlands, and water bodies) subdivided
in a second level of 15 classes and a third level of 57 classes. These 57 classes were aggregated to
the 11 predefined classes. Each pixel of the CLC map was given the chance of being selected for the
validation sample data through a stratified random sampling design (Table 3). The sample size for
validation corresponds to 1% of the pixels stratified by land cover classes (n = 45,596), no clusters or
sample units were required since reference data is available for the full extension of the study area.
Misregistration is expected to be low, because Landsat, as reference data source, and MODIS, used for
image classification, were found to be well co-registered (error less than one Landsat pixel) [55–57].
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An error matrix [58], with the assessment unit being the pixel, was calculated for each variable setup
in order to determine overall accuracy, the Kappa coefficient, and omission/commission errors.

All maps were compared to each other using two statistical tests. McNemar test (Equation (1))
performs pair-wise comparisons of the frequency f of correctly classified samples in map A that were
incorrectly classified in map B and vice versa [59].

z � fAB � fBAa
fAB � fBA

(1)

The difference in overall accuracies (OA) was statistically tested with Equation (2) where VAR
refers to the variances of the samples from map A and B.

z � |OAA �OAB|?
VARA �VARB

(2)

Table 3. Aggregation of CLC [2] classes into IGBP classes, 1% of the pixels were randomly selected
from each class for accuracy assessment.

IGBP CORINE Land Cover Validation Pixels

Broadleaf forest

Agroforestry, forest plantations, tall and dense
forest, open tall and dense forest, riparian
vegetation, inundated forests, open inundated
forests.

22,137

Water

Exposed sediments at low tides, rivers, lakes,
channels, artificial water bodies, coastal lagoons,
sea and ocean, aquaculture, artificial water
bodies.

774

Urban and built-up
Urban, infrastructure, landfill, waste dump,
urban park, recreational infrastructure,
greenhouse crops.

112

Grassland
Grassland, mosaic grassland crops, forage crops,
transitory crops, permanent crops, forage crops,
open grassland with crops.

6281

Cropland Transitory crops, permanent crops. 434

Wetland
Swamp, peatland, aquatic vegetation, costal
swamp, high salinity water bodies, inundated
savanna.

523

Savannas Open areas without vegetation, savanna, open
shrubland. 5454

Shrubland Shrubland, open forest, grasses and shrublands,
shrubland. 1060

Barren Mining, dunes, bare rock, degraded lands,
glacier or snow, beaches, dunes. 272

Secondary vegetation
Agricultural mosaic, fragmented forest,
secondary vegetation, tall secondary vegetation,
grasses and shrublands.

7239

Páramo Added from [45] 1310

5. Results

5.1. Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Invalid Pixels

Climate and topography defined the spatial and temporal distribution of invalid pixels. The
statistics of invalid pixels from 2001 to 2013 (n = 13) ranged from a minimum of 544,211 km2

(47.7%) in 2001 to a maximum of 626,218 km2 (54.9%) in 2011 (Figure 2A) with an average area of
574,457 km2(50.4%). For a single year (2011 in Figure 2B) there is a bimodal distribution of invalid
pixels. This temporal pattern is valid for most parts of the country and follows the annual shifts of the
low-pressure belt of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) with two rainy seasons intercalated by
dry and semi-dry periods.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution (A) of invalid pixels for 2011 with dark areas showing high frequency
(maximum 23 composites per year) and (B) depicting a categorization into four classes using natural
breaks (Jenks) unsupervised clustering for data ranges (see Table 4).
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5.2. Multi-Year Data Integration for Time Series Generation

Multi-year data integration allows a better reconstruction of phenological patterns of vegetation
classes. Figure 4 shows the effect of eliminating invalid pixels and adding data from adjacent years
for two pixels representing evergreen broadleaf forest and savannas, where the color of large filled
circles indicates the compositing step with data from 2011 � 1 year and 2011 � 2 years. In both cases
time series are improved by replacing invalid values, but the use of the importance of the multi-year
approach is best noted for temporal profiles with seasonal cycles due to vegetation phenology. For
the evergreen broadleaf forest site in Figure 4A there is, as expected, no seasonal dynamic; thus, there
are only minor modifications by multi-year data integration as compared to time series generation
using data from 2011, only. For the savanna site in Figure 4B there is a moderate seasonal dynamic,
responsive to low precipitation.

Invalid data was drastically reduced when using compositing with adjacent years. Both the
mean and the standard deviation (shown in parenthesis) were reduced; for 2011 the mean invalid data
without compositing was 54.9% (17.9%), which reduced to 25.0% (11.5%) for 2011� 1 year and 15.2%
(6.3%) for 2011 � 2 years. This reduction was more evident for 16-day composites with the highest
proportion of invalid pixels during the rainy season (composites 6–13 and 17–23 in Figure 5A). From
the spatial point of view, the reduction occurs in all categories (Figure 5B). The area of no observation
for the entire year was reduced from 24,130 km2 (2.11%) in 2011 to 2890 km2 (0.25%) for 2011� 1 year
and to 1497 km2 (0.13%) for 2011 � 2 years.Remote Sens. 2015, 7 11 
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Figure 5. Reduction of invalid pixels by multi-year data integration for 2011, employing data � 1
or � 2 years. (A) Reduction of the percentage of invalid pixels over the course of the year; and (B)
reduction of invalid pixels for each spatial category of invalid pixels (Figure 3B and Table 4).
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5.3. Image Classification and Assessment

Several maps were obtained based on different scenarios to handle invalid pixels and to include
ancillary variables. Specifically, the following scenarios (time series, TS) were tested:

 TS: Stacking of MODIS data of 2011 without quality analysis
 TS-F: Stacking of MODIS data of 2011 and filtering for low-quality observations
 TS-F-C1: As TS-F followed by composting with valid data from �1 year
 TS-F-C2: As TS-F followed by composting with valid data from �2 years
 TS-F-I: As TS-F followed by linear temporal interpolation of data gaps
 TS-F-C1-I: As TS-F-C1 followed by linear temporal interpolation of remaining data gaps
 TS-F-C2-I: As TS-F-C2 followed by linear temporal interpolation of remaining data gaps
 -E: Adding explanatory variable elevation
 -R: Adding explanatory variable L-band Radar data
 -P: Adding explanatory variable mean annual precipitation

Two analyses were carried out to assess the quality of each map: (1) confidence-based quality
assessment for invalid pixels stratified by four categories, and (2) accuracy and error calculation based
on the error matrix using reference samples.

5.3.1. Confidence-Based Assessment

Map confidence was calculated for different scenarios of stacking, filtering, compositing,
interpolation, and adding other variables (see the list specified above). Table 5 shows the mean
confidence for each category of invalid pixels as defined by natural breaks (Jenks) using unsupervised
classification (Figure 3B, Table 4). There is the expected pattern of decreasing confidence with
increasing invalid data from categories low to very high. It was found that confidence decreases when
invalid pixels are removed from the explanatory variables (TS-F). Using valid data from previous or
posterior years increased confidences for all categories (TS-F-C1, TS-F-C2). These differences were
most notable for categories with more invalid data (high and very high). Interpolation after quality
analysis (TS-F-I) depicts a moderate improvement over a simple layer stack (TS). Interpolation of
the remaining data gaps in multi-year time series (TS-F-C1-I, TS-F-C2-I) shows some decreases in
confidence in comparison to no interpolation (TS-F-C1, TS-F-C2). Confidences marginally changed
by adding additional explanatory variables (-E, -R, -P) to time series TS-F-C2.

Table 5. Confidence-based quality assessment of land cover classifications for each category based on
a specific scenario to handle invalid pixels. TS: time series, F: filtering for low-quality observations,
Cx: compositing with � x years, I: linear temporal interpolation, E: elevation, R: Radar data, and P:
precipitation. Grey cells mark best results for runs with and without ancillary data.

Category TS TS-F TS-F-C1 TS-F-C2 TS-F-I TS-F-C1-I TS-F-C2-I TS-F-C2-E TS-F-C2-R TS-F-C2-P

Low 0.70 0.55 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.76 0.74 0.75
Intermediate 0.70 0.55 0.78 0.76 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.79 0.76 0.77
High 0.56 0.37 0.68 0.65 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.70 0.65 0.66
Very high 0.49 0.21 0.71 0.67 0.50 0.56 0.57 0.69 0.65 0.64

5.3.2. Error Matrix-Based Assessment

The error matrix was used to evaluate overall accuracy, Kappa coefficient, and errors of omission
and commission of land cover maps obtained under different scenarios. First, we determined the best
annual time series using MODIS data from 2011 integrating data from previous and posterior years,
to which we added ancillary explanatory variables in a second step to test further improvements.
Pairwise tests of statistically significant differences between maps and overall accuracies were
obtained with the McNemar test and standard z-test, respectively. Red (p < 1%) and orange
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(p < 5%) cells in Figure 6 show statistically significant differences between maps (McNemar) in the
lower left (below the diagonal) and between overall accuracies in the upper right.
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Figure 6. Statistical comparison among classifications using the McNemar (lower-left triangle)
and overall accuracy (upper-right triangle) significance tests. Grey cells indicate no significant
difference, orange indicates significant differences p < 5% and red significant differences p < 1% using
a two-tailed z-test.

In the following analysis we will focus on the overall accuracy of Table 6, the Kappa coefficient
follows the same relative pattern. The overall accuracy of a simple stack of MODIS data without
quality analysis (TS) for the year 2011 was 65.8%. It decreased significantly to 58.4% when excluding
invalid observations (TS-F) due to the severely limited number of training data, thus large amounts of
missing data. This, for instance, prohibited boosting, because this meta-strategy requires a minimum
accuracy of at least 50% of each individual classification (decision tree) [33,34]. Linear temporal
interpolation of those data gaps (TS-F-I) resulted in a similar overall accuracy (65.4%) as a simple stack
without data quality analysis (TS). Significant improvements were shown for the multi-year data
integration approach as proposed in this study, increasing overall accuracies to 67.7 for 2011 � 1 year
(TS-F-C1) and 68.8% for 2011� 2 years (TS-F-C2). Interpolation of those time series, however, resulted
in slight, although often insignificant, decreases of overall accuracies.

The best result from MODIS data was filtering and data integration with �2 years without
interpolation (TS-F-C2) to which we added other explanatory variables to evaluate their effect on
accuracy. Only elevation (TS-F-C2-E) significantly increased the accuracy to 70.5%; L-band radar data
(TS-F-C2-R) and precipitation (TS-F-C2-P), led to slight, mostly insignificant, decreases in overall
accuracy. Therefore, we also tested the impact of elevation without multi-annual data integration
(TS-F-E). The accuracy improved by 7%, but did not reach the level as for generating multi-annual
image composites.

Particular classes showed differences in accuracy when including ancillary variables. Reducing
invalid pixels of TS-F through multi-year data integration and incorporating elevation (TS-F-C2-E)
reduced the errors of the páramo class; commission errors from 78.9% to 20.5% and omission errors
from 98.6% to 19.2% (Table 6). The water class also improved considerably, reducing the commission
error from 63.1% to 38.8% and omission error from 48.3% to 27.9%. The inclusion of the L-band Radar
data to the multi-year data (TS-F-C2-R) resulted in increases of omission and commission errors for
most classes, except for shrubland and secondary vegetation. Adding precipitation as explanatory
variable (TS-F-C2-P) improved considerably the classification of water and moderately for classes
labeled savanna, páramo and shrubland.
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Table 6. Commission (COM) and omission (OM) errors (%) for different scenarios handling invalid pixels and adding ancillary variables. TS: time series, F: filtering
for low quality observations, Cx: compositing with � x years, I: linear temporal interpolation, E: elevation, R: radar data, and P: precipitation. Grey cells mark
best results.

– TS TS-F TS-F-C1 TS-F-C2 TS-F-I TS-F-C1-I TS-F-C2-I TS-F-C2-E TS-F-E TS-F-C2-R TS-F-C2-P

Overall accuracy 65.83% 58.36% 67.66% 68.79% 65.39% 67.40% 67.62% 70.50% 65.43% 68.53% 67.62%
Kappa coefficient 0.53 0.43 0.55 0.57 0.52 0.55 0.55 0.59 0.52 0.57 0.56

– COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM COM OM

Broadleaf forest 11.51 19.61 12.23 21.94 10.03 16.11 9.04 15.77 14.1 15.89 9.97 16.8 9.31 17.15 8.53 16.11 11.11 20.93 8.73 16.43 8.97 19.14
Water 46.41 27.65 63.07 48.32 47.29 38.37 45.06 38.24 51.26 42.38 44.39 39.15 44.84 35.79 38.75 27.91 54.02 31.27 45.71 37.86 40.33 29.07
Urban and built up 74.7 62.5 91.3 94.64 60.42 66.07 59 63.39 70.55 57.14 65.79 65.18 59.26 60.71 71.26 57.14 78.95 67.86 66.67 58.93 66.86 50
Grassland 42.97 56.98 47.31 83.78 40.26 55.18 40.47 52.33 43.36 60.44 40.66 53.91 40.98 52.65 39.41 54.83 40.05 72.85 40.13 52.91 39.84 54.27
Cropland 88.01 81.57 93.34 88.02 85.64 80.65 82.65 74.65 89.81 81.8 89.41 80.65 88.69 80.65 81.06 73.73 86.29 85.02 84.6 79.95 84.85 74.65
Wetland 88.87 74.76 86.49 82.41 89.11 76.67 87.11 71.7 89.57 72.85 88.96 65.77 89.83 72.47 85.59 66.35 87.41 66.16 87.44 70.74 89.33 74.38
Savannas 21.13 22.75 33.02 27.89 21.82 22.96 20.59 22.52 21.5 24.15 20.75 22.85 20.39 22.66 20.26 17.58 32.29 16.35 21.18 23.25 19.52 18.81
Shrubland 83.07 73.77 84.53 79.43 77.79 74.43 76.72 70.66 83.4 70.66 80.31 69.06 79.43 67.83 77.1 67.36 75.96 72.92 75.82 69.43 77.18 64.15
Barren 85.08 41.91 95.91 34.93 86.12 37.87 83.21 39.71 85.48 38.6 84.08 39.71 83.47 40.81 81.71 40.07 86.98 40.81 84.33 38.6 83.74 43.38
Secondary vegetation 60.36 56.1 64.61 52.8 59.03 50.89 57.25 50.28 59.17 59.32 57.05 54.88 58.5 54.22 54.7 47.84 59.38 48.9 56.99 49.55 59.15 51.8
Páramo 45.96 33.05 78.89 98.55 47.9 58.32 48.62 50.38 46.18 66.64 46.55 48.02 42.8 45.42 20.51 19.24 29.91 15.57 49.16 46.79 46.89 41.98
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Figure 7 depicts the land cover map for best scenario using a multi-year data integration
approach for 2011 � 2 years and adding elevation (TS-F-C2-E), and Table 7 shows the corresponding
error matrix. There is a high error associated with secondary vegetation with all vegetation classes,
but mainly with broadleaf forests and grassland. Confusion of secondary vegetation with broadleaf
forest was expected given the similarities of reflectance and structure of these classes when secondary
forests become mature, and the confusion with grassland and shrubland is due to a broad range
of successional stages. Other errors that were expected are related to water and wetlands since,
by definition, these two classes may coexist. Vegetation associated to wetlands, such as broadleaf
forest, grasslands, savannas, and secondary vegetation, were additional sources of confusion. Finally,
errors of omission and commission are also found among savannas, grassland, and shrublands,
where reflectance, scattering, and elevation values are similar; in addition, interpreters might relate
shrublands to certain types of abandoned grasslands.Remote Sens. 2015, 7 16 
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Figure 7. Land cover map for Colombia using 2011� 2 years of MODIS NDVI and surface reflectance
MOD13A1 data, filtered for low-quality observations and adding elevation (TS-F-C2-E).
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Table 7. Confusion matrix for land cover classification of multi-year data integration for 2011� 2 years
and adding elevation (TS-F-C2-E). Overall accuracy is 70.5%, Kappa coefficient is 0.59. Commission
(Com) and omission (Om) errors (%) are listed for each class.

Reference

ID Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 COM OM

1 Broadleaf forest 18,574 55 1 160 17 38 122 115 4 1077 144 8.53 16.11
2 Water 75 558 0 46 3 124 37 8 13 46 1 38.75 27.91
3 Urban and built up 4 3 48 75 0 1 9 4 9 14 0 71.26 57.14
4 Grassland 206 15 7 2837 68 30 229 99 22 1153 16 39.41 54.83
5 Cropland 81 8 2 185 114 3 9 26 5 169 0 81.06 73.73
6 Wetland 274 52 2 202 11 176 146 32 10 316 0 85.59 66.35
7 Savanna 424 39 5 433 5 80 4495 21 23 94 18 20.26 17.58
8 Shrubland 233 7 7 283 14 12 116 346 19 435 39 77.1 67.36
9 Barren 14 23 35 290 12 9 139 91 163 103 12 81.71 40.07
10 Secondary vegetation 2157 13 5 1704 188 50 119 298 4 3776 22 54.7 47.84
11 Páramo 95 1 0 66 2 0 33 20 0 56 1058 20.51 19.24

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The high temporal resolution of MODIS with nearly daily observations in the tropics does not
guarantee the existence of valid pixels in certain areas, mostly due to cloud formation. This study
has shown that the number of invalid pixels in 2011 reduce by 54.5% when adding data from the
previous and posterior year (2011 � 1 year) and by 72.3% for 2011 � 2 years. In addition, areas of
no observations for the entire year 2011 (24,130 km2) reduced by 88% when integrating data from
adjacent years (2011 � 1 year) and by 94% for 2011 � 2 years. This indicates that data integration
over a longer period increases the possibility of valid data, thus aims at densification of information.
The amount of valid pixels to be integrated from adjacent years into an annual time series will vary,
e.g., due to the cloud content but will never be less than in the initial year. The effectiveness of
this data integration approach may depend on the strength of seasonal dynamics; thus, land surface
types with pronounced seasonal cycle, like deciduous forests, temperate grasslands, and croplands
will benefit more than evergreen vegetation and barren areas. Therefore, we conclude that using
a multi-year data integration is a viable approach for increasing the amount of valid data which is
particularly useful for tropical and mountainous regions where cloud-free data is scarce.

Studies using daily MODIS data have shown that, for the year 2008, there were insufficient valid
observations for 4.1% of the area of Colombia [6]. This same study, however, allowed temporal
interpolation across several months, i.e., also performing image classification in area with just 3–4
valid observations for the entire year. Our results confirm these limitations of valid data availability
(2.11%). Therefore, it will be difficult to implement recently-developed approaches for Landsat
data [23,60] over Colombia as the simplest time series models require 12 valid observations.

The proposed multi-year data integration approach solves the difficulties of valid observations
for a single year but is based on two important assumptions. First, it assumed that there are no notable
temporal shifts among all years, such as a year with significantly earlier or later vegetation growth
or differences in the magnitude of values in the time series, either due to natural variability, fire, or
management in agricultural areas. Tests of temporal shifts, e.g., temporal cross-correlation [61–63],
may be restricted by only having a few observations. The second prerequisite is that there is no land
cover change. Thus, the method may not be used for generating annual land cover updates as it
integrates source data from various years.

There could be several extensions and modifications to the approach as implemented in this
study. For instance, data from more years could be integrated (Yn � 3, Yn � 4, Yn � 5, etc.)
but it should be considered that the likelihood of land cover change increases with adding more
years. A viable approach to obtain a land cover map for the nominally most recent year could only
consider previous years, e.g., generating a map for 2013 may iteratively integrate data from 2012,
2011, and maybe 2010. An alternative to data integration for an invalid observation (as shown in this
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approach) is the calculation of the mean, regardless of an existing valid observation in the previous
iteration. This, for instance, would modify the value of the composite 1 in Figure 1C to 0.7 instead of
maintaining the value 0.75 from 2011. Instead of the proposed iterative approach that gives higher
preference to Yn � 1 than Yn � 2, which more closely follows the logic of limiting the impact of
possible land cover change in distant years, one could integrate data of multiple years all at once;
thus, all have equal importance. For composite 6 with 0.65 (mean from 2010 and 2012) this approach
would also include the value from 2009 resulting in 0.66. Another modification is the combination of
this multi-year data integration approach with step-wise annual time series generation as described
in Colditz et al. [21] that focuses on closing short data gaps which are not modified in following
iterations, even if there is a valid value. For instance, an interpolation of gaps shorter or equal to two
after the first round of data integration (Figure 1C) closes the gap between composites 12 and 15 and,
thus, does not permit integrating composites 13 (2009) and 14 (2013) in Figure 1B.

The comparison of land cover classifications based on various time series showed that
the multi-year data integration approach as proposed in this study significantly improves map
confidence and map accuracy. The Pacific region of Columbia, for instance, was highly favored using
this approach shown by improving the classification of broadleaf forest. We recommend conducting
further tests using this approach for vegetation and land cover classification, as well as for describing
temporal dynamics in other tropical mountainous regions which suffer similar limitations with
respect to cloud-free observations, such as in Central Africa and Indonesia. It also holds potential for
other frequently cloud-covered areas such as temperate rain forests, e.g., in Western British Columbia,
the Patagonian area of Chile, and the southern island of New Zealand.

Several regional to global land cover projects have integrated data of multiple years in order
to increase data quality and fill periods of no available data [64–66] for a given year, but no
study has quantitatively analyzed the impact of data integration on classification accuracy. The
accuracy between the number of additional years used for compositing differed only marginally;
confidence-based assessment showed best results for 2011 � 1 year and error matrix-based accuracy
assessment indicated a better performance for 2011 � 2 years. As noted above, integration over even
longer periods introduces uncertainty due to potential land cover change. It was also shown that
filtering a single year for all invalid observations may have adverse effects on classification accuracy.
The number of missing observations was too high to build a stable decision tree and boosting could
not be invoked due to a too low accuracy of a single classifier [49].

Several other aspects may be considered to improve this result: training data may include mixed
pixels to improve the classification of fragmented landscapes. A temporal match between reference
data (to train and validate) and satellite data is desirable but difficult to achieve, as they are expensive
to obtain and depend on specific sources or surveys. Some classes, such as páramo and secondary
vegetation are defined from an ecosystem perspective and, thus, do not strictly link to land cover and
have wide ambiguity in their interpretation which increases uncertainty in the map. The classification
of cropland with coarse resolution data is difficult due to spatial, spectral, and temporal constraints
which result in high errors. Most fields in tropical countries are smaller than a 500 m pixel. Crop
types and agricultural practices vary on very small space, which causes a mix of the spectral and
temporal signature. In the specific case of this study we found high ambiguity for coffee plantations
as a sub-canopy crop along the Andes mountains, while palm oil, banana, and sugarcane are easily
isolated in flat regions.

The addition of ancillary information only showed minor increases in accuracy for elevation and
decreases when using other sources (precipitation, L-band radar data). This result may vary on the
study area and classes to be classified, e.g., land cover classification of Colombia as a mountainous
country can be improved with elevation data, while climatic gradients may be more helpful for
countries with a high latitudinal range. Other tropical developing countries, rich in natural resources,
with similar climatic characteristics may use these findings in order to assess land cover, understand
the variables promoting land cover change and support sustainable development.
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